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SpecificationS

Model: Phantom 4
Manufacturer: DJI (dji.com)
Type: Video and camera drone
Size: 350mm
Weight: 1380g 
Motors: Included
Battery: Included (4S 5350mAh LiPo)
Speed controls: Included 
Flight controller: Included 
Radio: Included
Price: $1,399 (basic); $2,066 (premium w/ 
two extra batteries and backpack)

air support

We like

+ Unprecedented smooth flying 

+ “Sport” mode 

+ Long flight times

+ One-tap automatic follow mode

A
s with its predecessor, the Phantom 4 is mostly a hollow plastic shell, 
with highly optimized electronics at its core and a fully integrated camera 
system. It comes preassembled and, after a summary firmware update 
and system check, will fly right out of the box. Anybody could fly the 

Phantom 4 with ease. Yet it is intended for intermediate to professional pilots.

HigHligHts
The basic package ($1,400) comes with a radio, a 
single battery, a charger, two sets of propellers, a 
16GB micro-SD memory card, and accessories. DJI 
also sells a premium kit ($2,066) with two extra 
batteries and a backpack. I must also mention the 
included lens cap/gimbal holder clip, which is both 
useful and practical, contrary to the one that came 
with previous iterations of the Phantom.
 It comes in a durable, compact, reusable, stiff foam 
case with a handle and a latch that serves both as 
product packaging and as a practical way of carrying 
your drone around. It’s large enough to carry the 
aircraft with three batteries, the radio, and a few 
spare propellers and accessories.
 You will need an Android or Apple phone or tablet 
to display the video (FPV) with on-screen display. 
But most important, this screen is required for every 
aspect of the drone’s configuration and calibration. 
Check that your device has enough computing 
muscle to handle the Lightbridge digital HD video 
feed. DJI has a list of recommended phones and 
tablets on its website.

DJI Phantom 4
Now with longer flight times, collision avoidance, and camera tracking
bY WilliAm levAsseur Photos bY WilliAm levAsseur And JeAn-FrAnÇois vermette (vuduCiel)
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a e r i a l  r e c a p
I tested the Phantom 4 with Jean-François Vermette, a friend from the aerial 
photography company VuDuCiel in Montreal. “My first reaction was: Wow!,” recalls 
Jean-François. “Super stable. Beyond the professional aspects, this machine is 
enjoyable to fly.”
 The Phantom 4 is the easiest flying that I have ever experienced on a UAV—
period. It has true rock-solid position holding. During our photo shoot, it hovered 
flawlessly in one spot, with zero pilot input—a feat facilitated by the improved 
sensor module on its belly. This is a level of performance that I had never seen on a 
consumer UAV before—not even with the Inspire 1, which will usually drift a few feet, 
then correct and move back. DJI claims that the Phantom 4 can maintain its position 
in flight within an 18-inch margin of error with Vision Positioning active (at ground 
level). But in windless conditions, we saw absolutely zero drift.
 Jean-François says that he usually gets 23 minutes out of a full battery and lands 
at 18 percent remaining charge. That is an average of three to four minutes longer 
than the Phantom 3.
 Flying characteristics were also excellent. What struck me, at first, was how 
mellow and slow the standard flight mode behaves (with collision avoidance active). 
This is beneficial for shooting smooth video. DJI also included a “sport” mode for 
more aggressive flying. In this mode, the Phantom 4 will bank at an angle of up to  
40 degrees and reach a top speed of 45mph, giving you access to the full power of its 
beefed-up motors.
 The distinctive feature of the Phantom 4 is rudimentary collision avoidance, 
provided by two front-facing optical sensors mounted to the body. As experienced 
pilots, however, we found it to be more of an annoyance than anything else. The 
collision avoidance would sometimes trigger for no apparent reason, when there 
was no obstacle, possibly because the drone thought it was seeing something that 
wasn’t there, or because it’s “avoiding” something 10 feet away. “I’m going to want 
to be able to fly between the trees,” says Jean-François. “But the drone won’t let 
me. We shot indoors, in a condominium, and I had to disable the collision avoidance 
because we couldn’t do anything.”
 Collision avoidance isn’t foolproof, either. We had a close call while testing the 
“follow” feature. In this mode, just tap the screen and the drone will “lock” onto the 
image of a person, automatically flying in such a way as to keep the subject in the 
shot. It works like a charm! But the drone almost clipped some tree branches while 
making a turn to keep me in the shot, so remain vigilant.
 The Phantom 4 also does something called “tap to fly.” You touch a location on 
your FPV screen and the drone flies there on its own. As Jean-François puts it, “Very 
cool, but I can’t think of any practical use for it.”

Old-school hobbyists who dislike  
DJI products might complain about 
the rigid nature of the Phantom 
design (i.e., a single circuit board 
with integrated speed controls).  
Yet this is how the Phantom 4 
achieves its fantastic 20+ minutes 
of flight time. In short, it’s the 
iPhone of drones: not meant to be 
modified or tweaked but intended 
for professionals who need 
something that gets the job done 
reliably. In that department, the 
Phantom 4 delivers and sets a new 
standard.   K

Bottom line

The distinctive feature of the Phantom 4 is rudimentary collision avoid-
ance, provided by two front-facing cameras mounted to the body. Even 
though we are telling the drone to fly into this tree, it is refusing to do so.

Smoother video
Cinematographers are going to love 
the Phantom 4 for its flawless pans. In 
windless conditions, I easily achieved a 
smooth, slow yaw motion that translated 
into a perfect video shot, something most 
fixed-camera UAVs struggle with, even the 
Phantom 3.
 The Phantom 4 also has an improved 
gimbal, which should, in theory, provide 
even smoother video compared to its 
already excellent predecessor. But that 
improvement might only manifest itself 
in extreme situations, like during sharp 
motions or in strong winds. 

The Phantom 4 uses a novel propeller adapter that makes installing the 
blades easier than ever and removes any risk of losing a propeller in 
flight. The three plastic fasteners on the motor might break, however, if 
a rotating propeller strikes something. It’s an easy fix, if you can find a 
replacement part—which, at the time of writing, is yet unavailable.

This is the biggest Phantom battery yet! DJI advertises a maximum 
flight time of 28 minutes, but you should expect a more realistic  
23 minutes.


